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    Focusrite Liquid Saffire 56

     I would like to switch from the Focusrite Liquid Saffire 56 and would like a significantly upgrade. 
     The Liquid Saffire never failed to sync but it took to long to connect the included Saffire Mix software. 
     With a Firewire interface it was my main reason for purchasing which I believed would keep me current
     for a few years, but its now becoming somewhat outdated so I think its time to move on and bring my
     Pro Tools / HD system up to date. 

     I created this audio interface guide with products as shown and cannot say it’s complete some readers
     may like to offer alternatives or advise regarding suitability for a pro tools / hd recording system.

    M.Ireland  11 0ctober 2018
    Vivid Ireland Photography
    www.vividirelandphotography.com

 

  

        

           
           



           Focusrite Octopre MkII 

    

         

             ‘‘MkII successfully relaunches the OctoPre as a highly desirable unit. So many of us have unused ADAT 
            ports on our interfaces that being able to suddenly capture an additional eight channels of audio via 
            high-quality mic pres and pump those into our computers with no physical ‘port loss’ will be very 
            attractive, to owners of some Pro Tools hardware in particular.’’

            By Future Music January 18, 2010
            Music Radar
            https://www.musicradar.com/reviews/tech/focusrite-octopre-mkii-233266

     



      

         Antelope Goliath HD

  
           ‘‘Needless to say Goliath HD is armed with the full Antelope Audio arsenal of hardware-based FPGA FX. 
           These include the most authentic and realistic zero latency Vintage EQs, Compressors and guitar amp 
           & cabinet models on the market.
           ‘‘No other interface can offer this level of perfect integration for digital sources to Pro Tools HD software.’’

           https://en.antelopeaudio.com/products/goliath-hd/
           https://en.antelopeaudio.com/products/goliath-hd/#features

   

           



        Antelope Orion HD  

 
           ‘‘The Antelope Audio Orion 32 HD is an absolute home run. The interface is sleek and stylish, supports a 
           massive amount of I/O, works easily no matter how you intend on connecting it to your DAW, and sounds 
           absolutely awesome. In this price range, we can’t really think of a real competitor — especially considering
           the amount of I/O you’ll get through those HDX ports.’’

           CHRISTIAN DE LOOPER FEBRUARY 14, 2018
           http://allthingsgear.com/antelope-audio-orion-32-hd-review/

              



              

             Behringer U

              
             ‘‘The device being reasonably priced is the primary reason I bought this particular interface.
                While the product does feature a plastic body, it’s fairly high quality and seems like it could take a beating
                from being moved around.’’ Phantom power produces no noticeable background noise or hissing.
                In order to get the product working to it’s full potential it’s widely recommended by owners that you do not 
                use  the ASIO4all audio driver provided by Behringer, instead find and use the driver written specifically 
                for this device, a  quick google search for “U-phoria UM2 driver” results in finding links provided by a user 
                on the “musictribe” forums. With the correct drivers this device works fantastically and I’ve yet to have a 
                problem with it or the software failing on me.’’

                Amazon Customer
                ‘‘it’s fairly high quality and seems like it could take a beating from being moved around.’’
                
                26 July 2018
                https://www.amazon.co.uk/Behringer-U-PHORIA-UM2-Computer-Interface/dp/B00FFIGYOI
               



            Behringer Phoria 404HD

            ‘‘This blazingly fast USB 2.0 studio in a box will have you recording your next masterpiece in minutes with 
              all the connectivity required for your microphones, guitars, keyboards and even MIDI devices. Record the
              perfect vocal right to your computer-based DAW thanks to the 4 astonishingly pure, world-class Midas-de
              signed mic preamps, which include +48 Volt phantom power for condenser microphones, all going through
              studio-grade 24-Bit/192 kHz converters for the best possible sound quality.
              Built-in MIDI I/O allows you to connect keyboards and all your favorite outboard MIDI hardware.’’

             Long & McQuade
             https://www.long-mcquade.com/67988/Pro_Audio_Recording/Audio_Interfaces/Behringer/U-Phoria_UM
               C404HD_Audiophile_4x4_24-Bit_192_kHz_USB_Audio_MIDI_Interface.htm
              
                Ray J on Oct 3, 2016
               ‘‘Typical Behringer quality. It’s a copy of the Steinberg UR44.’’

 

      



       

       Apollo 8

        ‘‘Universal Audio have announced their new line up of Apollo Thunderbolt Audio Interfaces, with a complete new
        look, new features and a brand new Apollo 8P to join the family of Apollo audio interfaces.’’

       Russ Hughes Production Expert 
        Wednesday 04.15.15
        https://www.pro-tools-expert.com/home-page/2015/4/15/universal-audio-announce-second-generation-
        apollo-thunderbolt-2-audio-interfaces
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           Focusrite clarett 8preX

 

              ‘‘Clarett 8PreX simply sounds great, easily outperforming other interfaces in its class and beyond. 
              Meanwhile, its 1.67 ms round-trip latency simplifies your workflow and lets you use your favourite 
              plug-ins in real time.’’

             ‘‘Clarett 8PreX includes separate rear panel inputs for mic, line and instrument, ADAT I/O to add 16
             more channels, and dedicated phantom power, phase reverse and high-pass filters on every channel.’’

           Focusrite.Com
             https://focusrite.com/thunderbolt-audio-interface/clarett/clarett-8prex



        Audient ASP880

 

         ‘‘There are ‘better performing’ preamps and A-D converters on the market, but they really aren’t that much 
         better, and they cost a lot more. Talking of price, I was astounded when I learned that the ASP880 costs 
         almost 30 percent less now than the ASP008 did when we reviewed it back in 2006! And that seals the 
         deal as far as I’m concerned.’’
 

         Published August 2014
         By Hugh Robjohns
         https://www.soundonsound.com/reviews/audient-asp880



 

         Focusrite 2i2

          ‘‘All in all, Scarlett is exactly what you’d expect from Focsurite - a great-sounding, well-designed interface that
          packs plenty of flexibility into its slender frame.’’

          By Future Music February 21, 2012
          https://www.musicradar.com/reviews/tech/focusrite-scarlett-2i2-530852



 
       
  

        
        
        Apollo twin mk2

         ‘‘Overall, the Apollo Twin Mk II is a fantastic audio interface we’d wholeheartedly recommend to all. 
         From the quality of the audio conversion, to the thought applied to the Console application, the 
         Apollo Twin Mk II is a high-class product delivering supreme audio quality at every stage of a production.’’

         
         By MUSICTECH.NET July 5, 2017
         https://www.musictech.net/2017/07/universal-audio-apollo-twin-mk-ii-review/



                   
         Focusrite Clarett 8pre

         ‘‘The Clarett range of Thunderbolt interfaces seem to be great value for the money. Although not cheap, they 
          are certainly much less expensive than other T-bolt interfaces of similar quality.’’
          
         Thunderbolt Interface
       Tuesday 08.11.15
         https://www.pro-tools-expert.com/studio-one//full-review-focusrite-clarett-8pre-thunderbolt-interface
     

  

 



         

        RME UFX II

           ‘‘The Fireface UFX II offers excellent flexibility that enables the interface to fit seamlessly into a myriad of 
           production environments. Analog, ADAT, AES, SPDIF, and USB 2 are all standard on the Fireface UFX II.’’

           ‘‘Fireface UFX II delivers a rich feature set that will appeal to users in both high end home studios and 
           commercial audio production facilities.’’

           http://www.rme-audio.de/en/products/fireface_ufx_2.php



       
       
       MOTU 1248

        ‘‘Like many manufacturers, MOTU responded to the demise of the FireWire standard by introducing a range of 
        audion iterfaces that can connect using the Thunderbolt protocol.
       
       Not all of these are still viable options, by any means, but the likes of Dante, Ravenna, Aviom, Digigrid and AVB 
       all have powerful adherents in high-end live-sound circles. Some of them are making headway in the project
       studio market too, thanks in part to a new breed of audio interface that combines local and networked I/O and 
       connects to a host computer using familiar USB or Thunderbolt cables.’’

       Published August 2016
       Sam Inglis
       https://www.soundonsound.com/reviews/motu-1248

 



            
            Focusrite Scarlet Octopre
 

 

            

              Faster. Easier. Better.
              Uroborus, 22.08.2017
           

              ‘‘The unit seems solid and well-manufactured, ph.power could be activated for channels 1-4 or 5-8, 
              like 18i20 interface, there’s a six-led meter (but in my opinion a larger display could provide more 
              acurrancy in in a fast sound check) and also a -8dB pad for each channel. Analog Pres can provide 
              up to +66dB gain.’’
            
            https://www.thomann.de/gb/focusrite_scarlett_octopre.htm?sid=8b551538d8af0a2fb6e975767a2dc4bf



           
             

             APOGEE SYMPHONY I/O MKII PRO TOOLS HD 16X16

              ‘‘Symphony I/O Mk II for Pro Tools is a 16x16 audio interface featuring Apogee’s newest flagship AD/DA 
                conversion, modular I/O (intuitive touchscreen display and optional world-class microphone preamps.’’

                https://vintageking.com/apogee-symphony-i-o-mkii-pro-tools-hd-16x16-mkii

 
           

       

       Audient iD44
 

       ’’Designed to sit on your desktop, its upper surface is dominated by four preamp channels, which use the same 
        technology as Audient’s acclaimed ASP8024-HE.
        Audient and others cater for more modest requirements at cheaper price points. But with impressive stats 
        through the microphone pres and digital conversion stages, flexibility while monitoring and more, iD44 offers 
        high quality at a ‘mid-range’ price.’’

        Jono Buchanan (Future Music) 
        https://www.musicradar.com/reviews/audient-id44



           
             

             APOGEE SYMPHONY I/O MKII PRO TOOLS HD 16X16

              ‘‘Symphony I/O Mk II for Pro Tools is a 16x16 audio interface featuring Apogee’s newest flagship AD/DA 
                conversion, modular I/O (intuitive touchscreen display and optional world-class microphone preamps.’’

                https://vintageking.com/apogee-symphony-i-o-mkii-pro-tools-hd-16x16-mkii

 
           



           Apogee Element 88

Apogee Element 88

 

         

         ‘‘The Apogee Element series offers a brand new workflow to the audio interface market. The Element 
           Thunderbolt interfaces feature Apogee’s world class mic preamps, exceptional AD/DA conversion and 
           accurate clocking that you would expect. However, instead of trying to pack essential controls on the 
           front panel, you get a simple form factor with complete control of your I/O via software on your mac or 
           mobile device.’’

           Written by Ollie Mason
           https://www.andertons.co.uk/recording/audio-interfaces/thunderbolt-interfaces/apogee-element-88-
           thunderbolt-audio-interface-w-8-mic-pres.
           No Copyright Infringement Intended.

 

                Prisim Sound Titan Interface

                    

                    ‘‘Titan is a USB multi-track audio interface for personal recording and sound production, for professional 
                    musicians, songwriters, engineers and producers as well as recording studios, post production facilities 
                    and scoring stages. Titan is ideal for music and sound recording, multitracking, overdubbing, stem-based
                    mastering, analogue summing and critical listening applications.’’

                    http://www.prismsound.com/music_recording/products_subs/titan/titan_home.php



           Apogee Element 88

Apogee Element 88
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             Avid MTRX 

             Posted on January 5, 2017 by Chris Bolitho

             ’’Avid have been busy adding features to Pro Tools over the past couple of years, but it’s been a while since
               we’ve seen any new hardware from them. During that time we’ve seen the I/O hardware playing field 
               change as AD/DA converters have taken another leap in quality/affordability and Audio-Over-IP has 
               started to really take shape and consolidate around the Dante standard from Audinate.’’



            
            ‘‘Avid is back in the hardware game, with a very well specified, pristine sounding I/O with sophisticated 
              internal routing and IP connectivity. Meet the Avid Pro Tools MTRX. MTRX was originally designed by NPI 
              and launched as the DAD AX32. It’s a configurable interface that has already found a home with high-end 
              mix and mastering engineers and Vintage King Audio clients like Alan Meyerson, Craig Bauer, Warner 
              Brothers and Mick Guzauski. This new version has been rebranded and updated with a smart black finish, 
              and simplified menu of user-installable optional upgrades.’’

              ‘‘DAD has long been known for some of the most open and transparent sounding converters on the market. 
              Mix engineer and record producer Craig Bauer, known for his work with Kanye West and Lupe Fiasco, was 
              an early adopter of this technology. “I gathered a number of high-end converters together for the shootout. 
              Simply stated, the AX32’s (MTRX) converters just sounded best. Hands down,” Bauer states. “Perhaps it 
              can be best described by what I didn’t hear when comparing it to other converters. The top end in other 
              converters sounded grainy, fuzzy or lacked definition. The low-frequency response of other boxes had 
              noticeable deficiencies in one area or another in comparison. The AX32’s stereo imaging was superior. 
             The choice became real simple, real quick. It’s just an incredibly good sounding, no compromise converter 
              all the way around.”

              ‘‘One of the main concerns that a lot of studios had with the Avid S6 was that the only option for monitor 
              control, cuemix and talkback, was the analog-only, MIDI-controlled, Avid X-mon, originally designed for 
              use with the ICON consoles. While it’s not a terrible sounding monitor controller, it isn’t that reliable or 
              flexible, and doesn’t fit in with a lot of studios all-digital or multi-daw workflow needs.’’

 

              https://vintageking.com/blog/2017/01/avid-pro-tools-mtrx/



         Apogee Esemble 

         
         
         ‘‘Ensemble Thunderbolt™ is the best sounding all-in-one audio recording interface for Mac. With 
         ultra-low latency performance, comprehensive studio functionality and legendary Apogee quality, 
         Ensemble is the ideal choice to meet the diverse demands of the professional home or commercial 
         studio. Ensemble features premium Apogee AD/DA conversion, 8 Advanced Stepped Gain™ mic 
         preamps, monitor controller functionality including talkback, front panel Guitar I/O, two headphone 
         outputs and digital connectivity for a total of 30 x 34 I/O.’’

         https://www.apogeedigital.com/products/ensemble



AVID | S3 CONTROL SURFACE

‘‘Compact 16-fader control surface combining the tactile response of an analog console 
with the flexibility of your DAW - intuitive interface and ergonomic design - compatible 
with Pro Tools, Logic Pro, Cubase.’’

https://vintageking.com/avid-s3-control-surface
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